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Languages vary in terms of the number and types of morphological contrasts that are 
explicitly expressed. Despite these differences, there are several consistent cross-
linguistic patterns regarding the relative frequency and co-occurrence of morphological 
contrasts. These consistencies may shed light on the cognitive biases that underlie human 
language, and how languages mark categories. Languages are more likely to show 
syncretism, when a single morphological form expresses multiple meanings, when the 
morphological category is morphologically or cognitively complex, such as dual (as 
compared to singular or plural) (Baerman, Brown, and Corbett 2005). The question 
addressed in this paper is whether cross-linguistic tendencies on syncretism manifest 
themselves in learning. In an artificial grammar learning experiment, adult English-
speaking participants were exposed to a miniature language in which gender and number 
were marked on nouns as a suffix. Participants were exposed to pictures of animals that 
were marked for gender (masculine, feminine, neuter) using articles of clothing (bow tie 
for masculine, purse for feminine, and no clothing for neuter) and number (singular, dual 
and plural). This created a 3 x 3 matrix for gender/number markings, but one number 
category was collapsed (syncretic) across genders. For example, in the Dual condition, 
participants were exposed to three distinct suffixes for masculine-singular (/-me/), 
feminine-singular (/-di/), and neuter-singular (/-wa/), but only one suffix for masculine-
dual, feminine-dual and neuter-dual items (/-go/). While there were no overall differences 
in learning between the three conditions (Singular, Dual, and Plural), the Dual condition 
was the only condition in which all three number markings were learned, and the only 
condition in which the dual marking was learned. These results suggest that syncretism 
was only helpful for learning the dual marking, but not singular or plural markings, 
supporting the hypothesis that syncretism can be used to help maintain marked categories 
such as dual. 


